The main idea has been to have a built-in (planar) antenna working together with the conventional external. The putpose of this paper is lo examine the concept of diversity further and to design two different concepts. one with two external antennas and one with an external antenna combined with an in-built. For evaluation a MATLAB program developed by the Center for Personkommunikatioti, CPK, in Aalhorg. Denmark. is used. Given the radiation pattern from each antenna and the incoming field distribution from the environnEnt, this program calculates the diversity perfornwnce of the system assuming that selection combining is used to comhine the signals[ 11.
111.
Theory: There are in gcneral three types of antenna diversity that may create uncorrelated signals [ I ] : space. polarization and angular diversity. When implementing antenna diversity on a handset in the presence of a head, all three types of antenna diversity will probably act together to make the system work. The antennas are placed so close to each other that the space diversity may have little effect and the polarizations will be disturbed by the presence of the head 131. If the two antennas have the same polarization the n m t probable decorrealling factor is then the angle or pattern diversity accomplished through the differences in design between the two antennas.
The correlation between two antenna output signals depends on the complex radiation patterns from the antennas and the distribution of the incoming field [3]. However, if the radiation patterns are made orthogonal, the incoming field will not make much difference on the correlation. 'Through out this paper we will use the coniplex correlation factor: In most studies main attention is given to the scenario where there is no l i e of sight between the transmitter and the receiver. This situation gives rise to short term or Rayleigh fading since the signal envelopes will become Rayleigh distributed.
Because the user, "statistically speaking", turns in every direction the incoming field can be modekd as being uniformly distributed in the azimuth plane 131. In the elevation plane measurements have shown that the field is very dominant in an angular sector and that it can be modeled as normal distributed 151:
Here m is the elevation angle at which the incoming field has its maximum and (J is the stanidard deviation.
The incoming field may also have different power for different polarizations. The Cross Polar Discrimination, XPD. is a measure of the ratio between the mean power in the vertical and the horizontal polarizations.
The Mean Effective Gain, MEG, for an antenna is a measure of its effectiveness and defined as the received power divided by the power a theoretical. isotropic antenna would receive in the !iame environment.
Measurements: Two prototype antenna system were made ( f i g . I.): Prototype I consists of two identical monopole antennas on a PCB. Prototype 2 is a monopole and a meander antenna on a PCB.
The monopole is resonant at sw)o Mllz. 'The PCB is inserted in a plastic chassi during the measurements.
Figurel. Schematic illusrrcirions of 0 ) Prorugpc I and b ) Prototype 2.
The 3-dinlensional far-field radiation patterns were measured in an anechoic chamber. During measurements both antennas were connected to matched loads. In order to get results that approximates the real life case, measurements with simulated head and hand were performed. The head was simulated with a canister filled with a solution with about the same dielectric properties as the human tissue (E of ahout SO). l h e hand was simulated with a hag filled with same solution. The canister is somewhat bigger and nwre square than a human head, hut the impression is that it gives reasonable influence on the radiation pattern.
When the user is talking in the telephone. it is not held vertically. A common standard is that in talk psition, the telephone is tilted a b u t 60 degrees from vertical. This is the position used in the The incoming field are assumd to be Rayleigh distributed and omnidirectional in the horizontal plane. The diversity gain is calculated for selection combining at the 99% reliability level.
Tahle 1. Results from measurements on prototype I with simulated head. The mean effective gain, MEG. is, however, dramatically reduced for all antennas because of the simulated head. A further problem is that the MEG seems to differ between the antenna elements on the terminal with about 3 dB. This effect may reduce the diversity gain to some extent. I I. 61
The fact that the head changes the radiation patterns makes it difficult to estimate the diversity performance of a prototype without nleasuring. An important conclusion of this study is that radiation patterns have to be measured with a simulated head in order to make a correct estimation of the diversity performance.
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